Mercer Museum & Fonthill Castle Crossword - Easy

Down:
1. Henry _____ Mercer
3. These types of buildings in Europe inspired designs for Henry Mercer’s buildings
5. Henry Mercer collected a variety of early farm_____
6. Fonthill Castle was Henry Mercer’s_______
7. _____ County Historical Society
9. Building material used for all three of Henry Mercer’s construction projects
12. Number of bathrooms in Fonthill Castle
13. Subject Henry Mercer studied, but never practiced

Across:
2. Henry Mercer’s preferred mode of transportation
4. Left behind by Rollo in concrete
8. Henry Mercer’s hometown
10. Henry’s favorite pet Rollo
11. Unusual place Henry hung artifacts in the museum
12. Ceramic _____
14. Lucy, who helped lift concrete during construction